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A Journey
 
My journey started from A to B
Then from C to D
With time learned the word
But never knew what it worth
 
Here and there, we had fights
Here and there, had our flight
With friends whom I shared
With girls whom I cared
 
Now this journey has brought me to a place
But the road ends not in this place
Here alone and numb, I stand
Blurred my sight right where I stand
 
A signpost showing me a million ways to choose
But I don't know which way to choose
For now I wish a destiny
Where I could endure with a dignity.
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Safe Journey
 
I choose a way from the million ways among
Where I was happy and so young
Where I had million songs and sung
Where I had thy sweet caring smiles
But now they are far away, miles
Apart have torn me with those smiles
Nights I spent with unclosed eyes
A heart so fragile, that broke into pieces
A song that was left unsung
A boy who was left among the stray
Still wish you a very safe journey
Wherever you go, no matter how far it is
The boy always wish that you have
The very best of your time
And every joy to cherish over your healthy life
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Time
 
It was Yesterday, I depart
Tomorrow we may be apart
To fulfill our duties, our part
 
For time waits for no one
And we're among the no one
Trying hard to become someone
 
Let it go my dear
Because I am here
So close and so near
 
May be tomorrow
Those songs of sparrow
Will fade our sorrow
 
Winter will pass
Spring will come
Summer will pass
Autumn will come
 
We all, will pass
At last when the time come.
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